
Honors List #8 Context Sentence Practice 

1. Our defenses were down from the last attack, leaving our ship __________________ to the incoming 
attack. 

2. When the teacher asked if I had my homework I was ______________________ trying to think of a 
good answer that she might believe. 
 

3. My brother was completely ________________________ in refusing to clean his room even when 
mom threatened to take away his XBOX.  
 

4. We had to use all the strength we could _____________________ to push the car out of the snow 
drift.   
 

5. Miss Miller’s punishment to the boys fighting was ___________________.  She suspended them for 
three days! 
 

6. The directions were __________________________; she clearly stated that we had to have our 
homework in today. 
 

7. The gymnast is very _________________________, she got right back up after her fall and competed 
in the next event.   
 

8. My mom is always telling me how eating healthy, getting a good sleep and taking vitamins is 
________________________ to my health.   
 

9. Mr. Hudson finally ___________________ to the pressure and is going to shave his head in the St. 
Baldrick’s assembly. 
 

10. The new Star Wars movie is ___________________________!  I couldn’t look away for one second.   
 

11. Your personality is ______________________ because you are just like your mom and have been that 
way since birth. 
 

12. I have learned that if you are _____________________ enough when asking for what you want, you 
will eventually get your way.   
 

13. These seem to me to be very _________________________ points.  I will be sure to consider them 
both when writing my story. 
 

14. They are _____________________ salespeople earning a lot of commissions selling bad investments to 
innocent people. 
 

15. Mrs. Kuykendall is going to be ___________________________ when she finds out that none of us did our 
homework. 

 

 



Honors List #8 Synonyms and Antonyms 

Husky Vocabulary Word Synonym Antonym 

muster   

  Easy going 

defiant   

vital   

 engrossed  

succumb   

 uproar  

flustered   

explicit   

  Learned behavior 

unscrupulous   

 weak  

  Kind, gentle 

pertinent   

resilient   

 

 

 

 



 
 

Connect Two:  Husky Honors Vocabulary List #8 
Defiant Explicit Fluster Furor Inherent 

Muster Persistent Pertinent Resilient Riveted 

Severe Succumb Unscrupulous Vital vulnerable 

 

Directions: Use 10 of the words above. Choose two words that are related and connect them together. On the 

line, write a sentence using both of the words.  

                                                

                                               

                                               

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



Write a narrative using at least 8 of list #8 words 
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